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You Will leArn:
• How PR can increase your value 30%, 
   according to analyst research.

• The nine Methods of Mattering to your 
   audience—which are best for you?

• How Salesforce, Apple and Microsoft 
   approached PR at different stages.

• How to use a proven approach for tracking and quantifying 
   PR opportunities—Triple A Industry Leadership.
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“Steve Jobs was the 
smartest CEO about PR 
I’ve ever met. He knew 
how important it was and how 
powerful it was, and he was 
involved in every meeting 
that we had.”

—Fred Cook, CEO of GolinHarris  
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Before you dive into this paper, a caveat—we want you 
to know we get it that spin is the last thing you need. 

You are building a firm with true value, something that 
changes the game in its industry. You don’t need, or 
want, to “hype” that. And we agree, whole-heartedly. 

Companies from Apple to Microsoft, from Salesforce 
to Scoutmob, have found that the proper application of 
public relations can do two things:

   1. Acquire customers faster, and thus scale faster.

   2. Increase the perception of company value, 
       boosting overall valuation.

Authentic, accessible, honest awareness of what 
you’re doing can create tremendous ROI. Consider 

what Steve Job’s agency for most of his career, 
GolinHarris, has to say: 

      “Steve Jobs was the smartest CEO 
       about PR I’ve ever met. He knew 
       how important it was and how 
       powerful it was, and he was involved 
       in every meeting that we had.” 

This paper is about harnessing the power of audi-
ence awareness to create the runway that you not 
only need, but you also deserve. 

So no spin, no hype, no baloney—if that’s good 
with you, keep reading. 

(If you were looking for the quick-fix or trick, 
you might as well drop this paper now.)

i. spin is the lAst thing You need
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Source: Rivel Research, 2011

HOw PublIC 
RElATIONS GROwS

COMPANy vAluATION

 “We uncovered that portfolio 
managers and buy-side analysts 

attribute a premium of 10% 
of a company’s valuation to 

good investor communications 
and a discount of 25% to bad 

investor communications.” 
-Rivel Research
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Tech companies really are special. 

They manufacture an item of the mind.  

You can’t touch it. 

But you can use it.  Audience 
acceptance is a mental exercise. To 
foster the greatest possible audience 
acceptance, you have to tell people 
what’s in the box they can’t smell, 
touch, or feel.

What’s tough about that is in 
today’s world, they won’t “listen” long to 
what you want to share.

In fact, it may be true that you have to 
share how it feels to work with you before 
a potential customer even knows what they 
are getting from the relationship.

Scaling tech firms like MailChimp really get this.  When 
you go to Mailchimp.com, you feel the company’s 
energy well before you learn what they can do for you.

WhAt’s in Your box?
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ii.

“When you’ve found your true voice, it’s easier to talk 
more, blog more, tweet more, and email more. 

Then your brand gets out there, and attracts people 
who really like your style. More importantly, it scares 

away people who don’t like your style, and would 
therefore never be a happy customer. 

When you have happy, self-selected customers, 
you can build a culture that loves providing customer 

service. Which gets more customers.”

—Dan Kurzius, Co-founder & CCO of MailChimpl llllllllllllllllll
 



clients

investors emploYees

pr
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iii. pr Fills the gAp betWeen WhAt You hAve 
And WhAt the World needs

THE 9 METHOdS 
Of MATTERING
1. Research you conduct with your user base 
    about why it changes their lives

2. Comparison or context, you against the 
    current status quo

3. Pro and con (Apple vs. Microsoft)

4. Case studies of how you’ve changed 
    the world for one company

5. Paradigm shift stories (think Amazon 
    and Jeff Bezos, or iPad)

6. Major market adoption stories (for   
    example, when you are “now used by P&G!”)

7. Personal appeal (hotness, fashion, 
    cute-factor, in-crowd)

8. Story—a great and touching story moves 
    the world and always will

9. Social change, revolution or movement (Kiva)

There’s a gap between what people want or need, 
and what you have. 

It’s perception, or awareness. 

The role of PR for tech companies is to fill in the blank 
space between the hunger of the market and the 
satisfaction of working with you. 

This is a cerebral game, yes. But there are tried and 
true methods of creating such a delicious “aroma” 
from your solution, that the starving masses can sniff 
it out, and come to your banquet. 

These 9 methods of mattering, 
developed by Write2Market, are 
the heartbeat of any conscious 
and effective awareness program 
that helps you scale. 

It’s all in the picture really—but your awareness 
(or publicity, or PR if you prefer) campaign should:

1. Relate to prospective customers or clients.

2. Carry the message to potential investors 
    (and current investors for publicly held brands).

3. Engage current and potential employees.

As you scale, your reputation effort should be moving 
the bar for you on all fronts in a virtuous cycle. Any 
reputation building exercise that cannot tell you how it 
raises the bar on these three critical fronts—fails.

hoW pr Fills perception gApsiv.



interest investors
build eArlY Adoptors

AFFect shAre price
eArlY stAge mid-stAge lAte stAge
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Reputation building has different consequences at 
different stages of company building. 

Where are you? 

v. hoW does pr mAtter to You?
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When you think about it, this makes sense—
and it in fact dovetails nicely with theories of 
crowd wisdom and hive mindedness that we 
humans are subject to.

Referencing Wisdom of Crowds by James 
Surowiecki, certainly not all mobs are wise. 

But the investment market AND the market 
of your potential customers has all the aspects 
of a “wise crowd” that collectively makes 
better decisions than individuals would. You 
want the power of crowds and “collective 
wisdom” working for you—something the 
proper public relations makes possible. 

CRITERIA DESCRIPTION

Each person should have private information even if it’s just an eccentric 
interpretation of the known facts—which PR can put together by creating 
blogs, articles, tweets—an environment that’s understandable and uniquely 

People’s opinions aren’t determined by the opinions of those around them—
which social media makes practically de facto when you login to your LinkedIn 
or Facebook or Google Circle and breathe the opinions of your social group

People are able to specialize and draw on local knowledge

Some mechanism exists for turning private judgments into a collective deci-
sion—for example, stock price in an IPO

Diversity of opinion

Independence

Decentralization

Aggregation

components oF the Wise croWd

Source: James Surowiecki

pr eFFectiveness At diFFerent stAges
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v. hoW does pr mAtter to You? 
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mAture

mid

eArlY mArKeting
spend

sAlesForce pr spend
This is an individual deci-
sion, but you can inform 
yourself with applicable 
models from the real world. 
Look at the most successful 
venture in your field or a 
related one, and take a look 
at lessons learned from 
there, to start.

For example, drawn from 
the annual reports and 
SEC filings of this publi-
cally held firm, Salesforce, 
like many tech companies, 

invested in PR far ahead of 
sales or revenue. From Feb 
2000 to Jan 2001, the first 
year of revenues, Salesforce 
spent $25.4M on sales 
and marketing—4 times 
revenues.

In the second year, Sales-
force spent 18% of revenue 
on marketing -- and this 
was deep in the bubble 
crash. Today, Salesforce 
spends 10%-20% of revenue 
on marketing.

We can extrapolate this to create a tech PR 
investment map that helps you jump through the 
different stages your company will grow through. 

Another data point for your consideration, a 
couple of years ago, Marketing Sherpa did a 
study of what IT services firms and suppliers 
spend on public relations—and isolated it from 
spending on email marketing, white papers, 
case study writing, and content development in 
general. They found:

  • IT vendors spend an average of 6.5% 
     specifically on pure PR (not whitepapers, case 
     studies, and collateral)
  • For a $1M company, that’s $60,000

  • For a $10M company, that’s $600,000
  • For a $1B company, that’s $600M

So let’s just call it out and ask the question—are 
you asphyxiating your growth by not spending 
enough on appropriate reputation building? It’s 
an easy pit to fall into, because as an entrepre-
neur or investor, you are married to the vision of 
the operation of the company—the one thing it 
does best. It can be tough at best to pry dollars 
needed by operations for an exercise like “reputa-
tion.” It seems so—unnecessary. 

And yet, in today’s wired, online, information-
consuming world, it’s increasingly critical to 
create scale, runway, and perception.

mid stAge compAnY

eArlY stAge compAnY

invest in: long tAil 
AWAreness

sell: identitY, 
niche, 
dominAnce

invest in: 
proFile, 
leAdership 
teAm

sell: solution, sizzle, 
pArAdigm pop

invest in: journAlist 
& AnAlYst netWorK

lAte stAge
compAnY

sell: the Full suite oF 
solutions, perspec-
tive, interoperAbilitY, 
scAlAbilitY

reputAtion investment mAp

sAles



vi. Where stories About You Will come From
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In fact, we hope this infographic about where 
stories are “born” today will help you appreciate the 
collective power of an aligned industry leadership 
strategy. What’s compelling is that PR agencies lead 
the pack when it comes to where stories come from. 

Why is that?

Understanding today’s media marketplace
You have to dig into the world of the reporter or 
journalist to understand. Increasingly, journalists 
are tracked by online clicks. Their stories have to 
matter in the online world. They have to write more 
and more of them, for less and less pay. 

In that world, some choose to become industry 
experts—imagine how exhausting to be “a know it 
all” in a burgeoning global space with no staff and 
no budget! Increasingly, smart analysts, bloggers, 
and journalists rely on public relations agencies to 
feed them signals that help make sense of the world. 
By no means are they advocating final responsibil-
ity—but they ARE leveraging a labor source they 
have to go find good stories, and then using their 

best judgment. On the other hand, up to 60% of all 
journalism jobs are gone in the last 10 years.

Pause and take that in.

Where have these people gone? 
Many of them have gone to work “on the other side” 
in the myriad of publicity agencies, marketing firms, 
and so forth. So the conversation between public 
relations agencies like ours that employ numerous 
former (and current!) journalists is closer than ever.

Symbiotic media management
In fact, let’s be brutally honest. Many publications 
and august brands now allow trusted and vetted 
marketing organizations like ours to directly log in 
to their web sites and post stories. 

This is an earned and practical responsibility be-
cause agencies do indeed often aggregate wisdom 
from tremendous sources, and today’s media ac-
knowledges that if that power is not abused, it’s best 
put to appropriate use. At Write2Market, we have 
coined this as “symbiotic media management.” 

So today’s journalists are no less brilliant—maybe 
they are even MORE brilliant because you can’t hide 
from the clicks of connected readers. And today’s 
journalists are no less committed—maybe even 
more so. But they work in a complex world where 
stories are born in numerous ways (many of these 
ways are agency-mediated if you think about it).

What you can do for your company
So given the complicated media landscape, 
and the powerful potential of publicity to 
change the perception of your company’s valu-
ation in a positive direction, what do you do? 

How do you know WHAT to do given that 
media is increasingly fragmented and when 
you include social media (as you should) 
it takes hundreds of touches to create true 
perceived value in the “crowd” of your future 
customers?

17.5

FAcebooK

tWitter

linKedin

blog posts From bloggers AlreAdY KnoW

other sociAl mediA sites

posts From bloggers don’t KnoW

Announcements/ spoKespeople

pr Agencies

conversAtions With industrY insiders

other

35 52.5

journAlists sourcing neW storY leAds
SoURcE: oRIEllA dIgITAl joURnAlISM STUdy 2011

Where stories come From
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In our years working with clients, we struggled 
to simplify the “winning” approach. And we did. 
Write2Market has trademarked our approach but 
we share it with you gladly and hope you use it—be-
cause you’ll find it significantly useful in increasing 
the valuation of your firm. 

Triple A Industry Leadership focuses aspirationally 
on the three pillars of company valuation from the 
context of “perception” or “perceived value.” 

Keep in mind research suggests this component is 
up to 30% of your company’s value, and far out-
weighs your current performance, and even in 
some cases, the value of your IP.

vii. triple A industrY leAdership methodologY

viii. this is About You
But this is not about us, and our thrills in creating 
recognizable industry leaders with the reputations 
they deserve . . . 

This paper is about you— helping you develop and 

inform a real-world model for building value for 
your firm. We hope it has helped, and we invite you 
to contact us if we have been unclear on any point, 
or can increase your understanding of these key 
principles of creating extraordinary company value.

Maximum Perceived Value= A+A+A 

Each of these three A’s can be detailed in terms of:
1. What are the assets in your industry? What are 
    the trade journals? The analysts?
2. Which are the conferences you should keynote 
    or speak at? Where are you decision makers?
3. What are the game changing awards and rooms 
    of influence you should be in?

With this map, you can track audience size, lead 
value, and also value of the marketing asset. 

In fact, Write2Market has done this by creat-
ing Triple A software (at right) we use with our 
clients, so all of our clients see their Triple A 
Industry Leadership ROI in real-time, and can 
see their coverage, their speaking engagements, 
and their awards.

1. AWAreness – the trAditionAl pr, 
    AnAlYst coverAge, WAll street 
    journAl, investor’s business dAilY.

2. Access – conFerence speAKing 
    engAgements. Are You in sessions 
    in the KeY verticAls in Your Field 
    As speAKer? Are You KeYnoting 
    conFerences in Your industrY?

3. AWArds – not the boring “me too” 
    AWArds, but signiFicAnt And 
    vAluAble AWArds thAt get You in the 
    room With other leAders Who cAn 
    be pArtners And poWerFul Allies.

the three A’s Are:


